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ABSTRACT 

 

Dalha, Bichuishiora, composed by Ji Sungho, is a dramatization of Jeongeupsa, an 

ancient Korean song of longing. In the opera, written in Western style, Ji adopts and incorporates 

melodic, vocal, and instrumental elements of traditional Korean music to create a Korean 

musical atmosphere. The elements of Korean traditional music used most prominently in 

sections and phrases of the opera are Aniri (spoken narration and dialogue), Yeoeum 

(meaningless vocal sounds), Nong (ornamentation), and Sigimsae (a traditional Korean style of 

musical expression and improvisation). The sections and phrases are to be expressed and 

performed according to specific methods for them to be stylistically accurate and faithful to 

Korean traditional music. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Intent and Scope of Study 

Composers have devised many techniques to express their own countries’ musical 

identities. Beginning in the Twentieth Century, a few Korean composers with backgrounds in 

Western music made efforts to incorporate traditional Korean elements into their works. Ji 

Sungho (born 1954) is an example of this trend. 

This study examines Ji’s setting of a historically significant text in which he incorporates 

melodic, vocal and instrumental elements from traditional Korean music into his opera, Dalha, 

Bichuishiora (달하, 비취시오라, Shine Further, Dear Moon).1 This study also considers 

melodic, vocal, and instrumental elements of Korean traditional music throughout the opera but 

focuses particularly on Act 4, Scene 1, which is exemplary for the composer’s use of traditional 

Korean musical elements. In this scene, Ji applies many techniques and aesthetics of traditional 

Korean music and its elements: Aniri (spoken narration and dialogue), Yeoeum (meaningless 

vocal sound), Nong (ornamentation), and Sigimsae (a traditional Korean style of musical 

expression and improvisation). Furthermore, this study will provide a detailed guide to the 

interpretation of implied traditional Korean elements in the opera, which will include renotated 

examples to assist in the interpretation of implied Korean elements in the style of Sigimsae. 

 

 
1 Youngmi Kim, “Shine Further, Dear Moon,” Seoul Local News (2019), 

http://www.slnews.co.kr/news/articleView.html?idxno=17894 (accessed 5 September 2019). 
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The Life and Musical Style of Ji Sungho 

Ji Sungho was born in Buyeo, South Korea in 1954. His father was an amateur violinist, 

and his aunt was an organist at a local church.2 Ji recalls that he was influenced very much by 

his aunt.3 He earned a bachelor’s degree in 1983 and a master’s degree in music composition in 

1989 from Chonbuk National University, Jeonju, South Korea. He has taught at Gunsan National 

University, Sohae College, Hanil University, Presbyterian Theological Seminary, and Yewon 

Arts University. He was awarded the Korean Choral Music Composition Award (2002), the Top 

Ten Korean Opera Composers Award (2009), the Second Special Award from Korean Opera 

Awards (2009), and the Mokjeong Cultural Award in Music (2013) among many others. Ji is 

currently a professor of music composition at Chonbuk National University in Jeonju. He is also 

a committee member of the Jeonju International Sori Festival and a member of the jury of the 

Jeollabuk-do Culture and Tourism. 

Ji wrote five operas prior to Dalha, Bichuishiora. They are 정읍사 (Jeongeupsa, 2004), 

서동과 선화공주 (Seodong and Seonhwa Princess, 2005), 논개 (Nongae, 2006), 흥부와 

놀부 (Heungbu and Nolbu, 2008), and 루갈다 (Rugalda, 2013). Seodong and Sunhwa 

Princess was selected as the Outstanding New Opera 2015 by the Arts Council Korea.4 

Heungbu and Nolbu was commissioned for the opening concert of the Jeonju International Sori 

Festival and was awarded the Grand Prix at the Korean Opera Festival 2010. The work was 

 
2 Wonsik Park, “Sungho Ji,” People and Mountain (2016), 

http://www.mountainkorea.com/contents_view.html?menuid=100&submenuid=103&contentsid=9647 (accessed 11 
August 2018). 

3 Ibid. 

4 Jaeil Han, “Seodong and Sunhwa princess was selected as the best work in Arts Council Korea,” 
Saejeonbuk Newspaper (2006), http://www.sjbnews.com/news/articleView.html?idxno=191231 (accessed 11 
August 2018). 
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performed again at the Seoul Arts Center in 2018.5 His most recent opera, as of this writing, 

Dalha, Bichuishiora, was premiered in November 2017 at the Sori Arts Center, Jeonju, Korea.6 

It was most recently performed in June 2019 at the Seoul Arts Center.7  

Ji utilizes traditional Korean folk elements, themes, and subjects extensively in his works. 

He used a Korean traditional-style singer as a major character in his first opera, Jeongeupsa, in 

which he utilized the call and response structure drawn from the tradition of Pansori in the arias. 

Pansori is a form of traditional Korean musical and theatrical storytelling, performed by a singer 

and a percussionist, which was very popular during the Joseon dynasty (1392–1897). Pansori 

was recognized as a Masterpiece of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity by UNESCO 

in 2003.8 

In the scoring of his six operas, Ji includes traditional Korean instruments such as the piri 

(double-reed instrument), the gayageum (string instrument with twelve strings, similar to a 

zither), and the small ajaeng (string instrument with eight strings, similar to a zither). Ji has said 

that he puts all his efforts into his compositions to achieve the goal of introducing the colors of 

Korea’s traditional music to the world audience.9 

 
5 Seoul Arts Center, “Heungbu and Nolbu,” The Ninth Korea Opera Festival, 

http://www.sac.or.kr/SacHome/perform/detail?searchSeq=36207 (accessed 12 August 2018). 

6 Minju Moon, “Dalha, Bichuishiora,” Jeonbuk Newspaper (2017), 
http://www.jjan.kr/news/articleView.html?idxno=1140867 (accessed 11 August 2018). 

7 Korea Opera Festival, “Dalha, Bichuishiora,” The Tenth Korea Opera Festival, 
http://www.koreaoperafestival.com/2019/program2.php?ckattempt=1 (accessed 10 July 2019). 

8 UNESCO, “Pansori Epic Chant,” Intangible Cultural Heritage (2003), 
https://ich.unesco.org/en/RL/pansori-epic-chant-00070 (accessed 23 August 2018). 

9 Sungho Ji, interviewed by Keun Oh, Jeonju, South Korea, 21 August 2017. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

EXAMINATION OF THE OPERA DALHA, BICHUISHIORA 

 

Dalha, Bichuishiora was commissioned for the thirty-first anniversary of Honam Opera 

Company in 2016. As in his previous operas, in Dalha, Bichuishiora, Ji extensively incorporates 

traditional Korean music elements, highlighting the unique colors, expression, and sonorities of 

traditional Korean music. 

 

Orchestration 

The orchestration of Dalha, Bichuishiora is similar to that of a symphonic orchestra. 

There are one piccolo, two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, and one piri. The 

piccolo is used only in Act 3, Scene 1. The addition of one piri to the woodwind section is 

unique. The piri is used only in Act 4, Scene 1, the primary focus of this project, and the 

composer recommends using the oboe should there be no piri player available because of the 

similarity of their sounds. In the brass section, Ji scores for three horns, two trumpets, two 

trombones, and one tuba. The percussion section includes timpani, bass drum, snare drum, 

cymbals, tambourine, chimes, triangle, wind chimes, tam-tam, and Buddhist bells. The Buddhist 

bells are used only in Act 1, Scene 2, and these instruments might remind a Korean audience of 

Buddhist temples and the religious context of the scene. The string section is that of a traditional 

Western symphonic orchestra and includes a harp. 

 

Text Setting of Jeongeupsa 

 The librettist of Dalha, Bichuishiora is Kim Jeongsu, a professor of performing arts at 
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Jeonju University. Ji and Kim created the plot of the opera based on and inspired by a short 

three-stanza poem. Jeongeupsa is a song of longing, which was first sung during the Baekje 

dynasty (18 BC – 660 AD), a kingdom that was located in the southwest portion of the Korean 

peninsula. Its composer and lyricist are unknown. Ji and Kim developed and dramatized the story 

of Dalha, Bichuishiora from Jeongeupsa so that the opera would reference the ancient Korean 

culture. 

The original text of Jeongeupsa is recorded in 악학궤범 (Akhak Gwebeom, 1493), a 

nine-volume treatise on music written during the Joseon dynasty. The melody of Jeongeupsa is 

lost and the lyrics remain only as a historic folk poem. Jeongeupsa is not only the oldest song 

recorded in Hangul, the Korean alphabet, but also the only song remaining from the Baekje era. 

Ji finds historical and cultural importance in Jeongeupsa.10 The original text of Jeongeupsa in 

Korean is as follows: 

 
10 Sungho Ji, interviewed by Keun Oh, Jeonju, South Korea, 21 August 2017.  
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달하 노피곰 도다샤 

어긔야 머리곰 비취오시라 

어긔야 어강됴리 

아으 다롱디리 

 

져재 녀러신고요 

어긔야 즌대를 디디욜세라 

어긔야 어강됴리 

어느이다 노코시라  

 

어긔야 내 가논 대 

졈그랄셰라 

어긔야 어강됴리 

아으 다롱디리11 

 

The text is recorded in Old Korean of the 15th century, which is quite different from the 

contemporary Korean language. The text comprises three verses. In the first verse, a woman 

prays to the moon for the safety of her husband. In the second, she expresses her concern for her 

husband at the market. In the last, she wishes for her husband to return safely. It is translated to 

modern English as follows: 

 
11 Jongchul Lee, “Jeongeupsa,” Jeongeupsa Cultural Assets, 

http://www.jchf.or.kr/index.php?bo_table=sub0201 (accessed 12 August 2018). 
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Dear Moon, rise high 
And shine further. 
Heigh-ho, heigh-ho, 
Oh, heigh-ho. 
 
Are you in the market? 
Ah, I fear that you step on wet ground. 
Heigh-ho, heigh-ho. 
Leave everything wherever you may be, and come back. 
 
Lay all down, I fear. 
Dark may fall on us. 
Heigh-ho, heigh-ho, 
Oh, heigh-ho.12 

 
 

Synopsis 

The plot of the opera dramatizes the three short verses Jeongeupsa and develops an 

extensive scenario below. Below follows the summary of the plot: 

The capital city of Baekje, an ancient country of the Korean peninsula, is seized by a 

neighboring country, Silla. Wolah, a princess of Baekje, is assaulted by soldiers of Silla and she 

loses her sight. At the same time, a stone sculptor, Dorim, runs away from the battle scene and 

comes across the injured and exhausted Wolah. Dorim’s master lets Wolah stay in the dormitory 

for servants. Dorim’s feeling of compassion toward Wolah gradually grows into love. 

Dorim’s master tries to kill Dorim so he can have Wolah to himself against her will. 

Dorim resists desperately and manages to escape with Wolah. He swears love to her and they 

build a shelter on a mountain where no one can find them. One day, the crops they have worked 

hard to grow are washed away by heavy rain. To make ends meet, Dorim gathers medicinal 

herbs and heads to the nearest city to sell them, but he ends up captured there. Wolah, being 

blind, can only wait for his return, and what is worse, their baby dies in the meantime. 
 

12 Jongchul Lee, “Jeongeupsa,” Jeongeupsa Cultural Assets, trans. Keun Oh and Sang Mok Lee. 
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Wolah climbs up to the mountaintop to pray and sing to the moon for Dorim’s safe 

return. There she gradually turns into a stone statue while she is praying. The prayer of Wolah is 

the aria at Act 4, Scene 1, the emotional and musical high point of the opera. The lyrics of the 

aria are those of Jeongeupsa. 

Dorim finally escapes and comes back home, where he finds the stone statue of Wolah. 

He realizes that it has no eyes. Thus, he carves two eyes on the statue, so she can finally see him 

for the first time, and the opera concludes. 

 

Features of Traditional Korean Music in Act 4, Scene 1 

Ji Sungho considers Act 4, Scene 1 of the opera as the best example of his adapting of 

Korean musical elements in his operas.13 The scene is divided into five sections, marked by 

double bars in the score. 

In the first section (mm. 1-20), Wolah mourns at her baby’s grave where wild animals’ 

cries can be heard. The violins with tremolo and the cellos with portamento in pianissimo create 

a gloomy atmosphere. 

The second section (mm. 21-52) is Wolah’s aria, marked with the direction, 

“산조풍으로” (In Sanjo style) as seen in Musical Example 1. Sanjo is a style of traditional 

Korean solo instrumental music.14 Instrumentalists performing in Sanjo style explore their 

articulation and expression meticulously.15 Therefore, this marking is intended for the solo 

instrumentalist or solo singer and implies the techniques of traditional Korean style should be 

 
13 Sungho Ji, interviewed by Keun Oh, Jeonju, South Korea, 21 August 2017. 

14 Jaesook Lee, “Sanjo,” Encyclopedia of Korean Culture, 
http://encykorea.aks.ac.kr/Contents/Item/E0026332 (accessed 7 July 2019). 

15 Ibid. 
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applied, and for the rest of performers to play with a sensitive accompaniment.16 The oboe-like 

piri is the solo instrument of this section, accompanied by the strings. The piri’s five-measure 

solo is the introduction to the aria, eliciting sonorities of traditional Korean music. 

 

Musical Example 1. Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1: Wolah’s Aria. mm. 19-25.  

 
 

 
16 Sungho Ji, interviewed by Keun Oh, Jeonju, South Korea, 21 August 2017. 
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The text of the aria is: 

아가, 아가, 아가,  

얼마나 춥니? 

긴 밤 너 홀로 차가운 땅에. 

 

아가, 아가, 아가, 

앞조차 볼 수 없어, 아비 찾아 갈 수 없고. 

그저 기다리자니 속이 터져 속이 터져 무너지는구나. 

 

The English translation is: 

Baby, Baby, Baby, 
How cold are you? 
Alone in the long night under the cold ground. 
 
Baby, Baby, Baby, 
Seeing not even a single thing, I cannot go look for your daddy. 
My heart is torn and broken-down, waiting and waiting. 
 
 

In the third section (mm. 53-75), Wolah crawls to the top of a high rocky hill, where she 

will wait for her husband. Ji uses ascending and descending chromatic scales to describe 

Wolah’s struggle. At the end of this section, the full orchestra makes a powerful climax. 

In the fourth section (mm. 76-156), Wolah waits for her husband on the top of the hill 

and prays to the moon. This prayer is Wolah’s last sung expression in the opera. Below are the 

lyrics of the aria and the translation: 
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달아, 달아 높이 높이 떠 올라라. 

휘영청 휘영청 높이 높이 떠 올라라. 

달아, 온세상 밝혀주어라. 

 

눈 없는 나야 무슨 소용이랴만, 

멀고 먼 길 떠난 우리 님 돌아오신다 달아. 

달아, 온 세상 밝혀주어라. 

 

이제나 올까 그리운 님. 

함초롱 젖은 이슬 털고 오실 제 내딛는 걸음걸음 허튼 길 없어, 

마음속에 담겨진 님 돌아오신다. 

달아, 길 비춰주어라. 진 데를 디딜세라. 

 

Dear Moon, rise high and shine further. 
Rise bright and brighter, high and higher. 
Dear Moon, shine the entire world. 
 
It is no use for me with no eyes, 
But dear Moon, my darling is coming back. 
Dear Moon, shine the entire world. 
 
I long for you, my darling, please come home. 
Shaking off the heavy drops of dew and taking every step straight toward me, 
My darling heart is coming back. 
Dear Moon, shine over the roads, may he not step on wet ground. 
 

The composer uses the harp, the violins, and the wind chimes in a series of diminished 

seventh chords to create a nocturnal mood. Wolah sings duplets and quadruplets to adopt the 
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rhythm of the text in Musical Examples 2 and 3 below. 

During the last section (mm. 158-241), a dance of consolation is to be performed by a 

traditional Korean dancer depicting Wolah’s death. At the beginning of the section, shown in 

Musical Example 4, Ji wrote a note that the dance and music symbolize Wolah’s long wait for 

her husband and her death: 

It is a quite symbolic stage. The dance and the music represent the long wait. Upstage, the 
change of the lighting expresses Wolah’s turning into a stone standing, and at the 
downstage, there is a dance. Overall, it is recommended that this part be executed with 
atmospheric effects to show the lapse of time.17 
 

The tonality here returns to E-flat minor, played by piri. The harp begins a rhythmic pattern 

intending to recall the zither-like gayageum. 

Act 4, Scene 1 of the opera includes various examples of Ji’s usages of traditional Korean 

musical elements. For a performance of this opera, understanding his adaptation of the elements 

is necessary to interpret his music stylistically accurate and faithful to Korean traditional music. 

These are the subjects of the chapters that follow. 

 
17 “다분히 상징적인 의미를 보여주는 무대다. 오랜 기다림을 춤과 음악으로 표현한다. 무대 

상단에는 선 채로 죽어, 돌이 되어가는 월아의 모습이 조명의 변화로 설명되며 무대 아래 바닥은 
군무가 전개된다. 전체적으로 이 부분은 상징적인 공간처리로, 시간의 경과가 한 눈에 보일 수 있으면 
좋겠다,” trans. Keun Oh. 
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Musical Example 2. Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1: Wolah’s Aria. mm. 121-128. 
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Musical Example 3. Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1: Wolah’s Aria. mm. 135-139. 
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Musical Example 4. Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1: Wolah’s Aria. mm. 158-166. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

APPLICATION OF TRADITIONAL KOREAN MUSICAL ELEMENTS 

IN DALHA, BICHUISHIORA 

 

To performers without knowledge of traditional Korean music, Ji’s incorporation of 

traditional Korean musical elements may not be evident in the score. Neither are the necessary 

articulations and other subtleties needed to perform this music in the traditional Korean style. 

Therefore, a performance of this opera without an understanding of Korean music would not be 

in accord with the composer’s intention. To perform the opera or any vocal music that requires 

interpretation in traditional Korean style, the performers need to understand four elements of 

traditional Korean music: Aniri, Yeoeum, Nong, and Sigimsae. 

 

Aniri 

Aniri is a term that describes narrations and dialogues in Pansori, and it is often used as a 

bridge during which singers are not constrained to adhere to strict tempos, rhythms, or patterns.18 

Aniri is a type of declamation which is between talking and singing. It is similar to the recitative 

of Western music but is performed without having to conform to exact pitches or predetermined 

rhythms. Aniri is important in Pansori because, during it, a singer can explain detailed 

circumstances of upcoming scenes from an omniscient viewpoint or take roles as characters in 

the ongoing story. In addition, Aniri is a contrast to sections of long and continuous singing and 

provides breaks for the soloist during a performance of Pansori. 

In Dalha, Bichuishiora, from measure 53 to 63 of Act 4, Scene 1, Ji applies Aniri on 

 
18 Sahoon Chang, The History of Korean Music (Seoul: Sekwang Press, 1986), 474. 
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Wolah’s vocal line as seen in Musical Example 5. The orchestral accompaniment is largely a 

repetition of the prelude to Act 4. To this repetition, Ji adds the singer’s material in the form of 

Aniri to propel the drama. Wolah’s music in measure 57 is notated to be pitchless, and Ji intends 

this to be delivered dramatically and expressively in a type of recitative. This section might 

remind members of a Korean audience of Pansori. The original text of the Aniri is: 

 

여보! 여보! 당신인가요? 

왜 아니 오시나요? 

 

The English translation is: 

My darling! My darling! Is it really you? 
What is stopping you from coming to me? 
 

Yeoeum  

Yeoeum, in which “Yeo” means “remaining” and “eum” means “sound”, is a term that 

describes meaningless vocal sounds, words, or syllables used in refrains. Many old Korean folk 

songs include refrains that consist of Yeoeum at the end of each stanza.19 Yeoeum is a primitive 

aesthetic expression within the Korean language. 

 
19 Heeyoung Hwang, “Yeoeum,” Encyclopedia of Korean Culture, 

http://encykorea.aks.ac.kr/Contents/Item/E0036446 (accessed 15 August 2018). 
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From measures 184 to 235 in Act 4, Scene 1 as seen in Musical Example 6, the lyrics are 

common Korean meaningless syllables, and they might be compared to the English “Heigh-ho.” 

The words are phonetically transcribed to English. The use of such phrases is common in Korean 

folk songs and Ji’s use of these phrases is remarkable because it contributes to the sense of 

national identity of the opera. 
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Musical Example 5. Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1: Wolah’s Aria. mm. 53-63. 
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Musical Example 5 (continued). Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1: Wolah’s Aria. mm. 53-63. 
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Musical Example 5 (continued). Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1: Wolah’s Aria. mm. 53-63. 
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Musical Example 6. Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1: Wolah’s Aria. mm. 181-241. 
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Musical Example 6 (continued). Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1: Wolah’s Aria. mm. 181-241. 
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Musical Example 6 (continued). Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1: Wolah’s Aria. mm. 181-241. 
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Nong and Sigimsae 

 Nong, which means “play,” is a technique of ornamentation used in string and wind 

instruments as well as vocal. There are four types of Nong: Yosung, Jeonsung, Chusung, and 

Toesung. Yosung can be vibrato, trill or something between these two in a Western musical sense. 

Yosung starts with slow vibrato with wide pitch variation and progress to fast vibrato with 

narrow pitch variation.20 Jeonsung is a brief vibrato or tenuto applied to a short single note that 

comes before a long note. Chusung is portamento or glissando, which connects an end of a long 

note to a higher note that follows. The length and pitch of Chusung depend on each performer. 

Toesung is the same as Chusung, but it connects one note to the next. In Western music, 

embellishments like trills, vibrato or grace notes do not often play central roles in melodic, 

harmonic or rhythmic development. Instead, they are used as ornaments to make the music more 

appealing.21 In traditional Korean music, however, embellishments play central and 

indispensable roles.22 

Sigimsae is a comprehensive term including overall decoration and ornamentation that 

embellishes melodies. A skilled instrumentalist or a singer of traditional Korean music can 

manipulate Sigimsae in response to performance contexts, thereby displaying his or her 

musicality and personality.23 Sigimsae can be realized with various forms of ornamentation, 

 
20 Jaehwa Lee, “Sigimsae in Komungo Music,” Journal of the National Center for Korean Traditional 

Performing Arts 5 (1993): 239 

21 Hyojung Kim, “Combining of Korean Traditional Performance and recent German techniques in Isang 
Yun’s Kontraste: Zwei Stücke für Violine Solo (1987)” (PhD diss., University of North Texas, 2010), 11. 

22 Ibid. 

23 Inpyong Chun, “Korea's Unique Kŏmun’go Zither and its Roles in Korean Music: Challenging the 
Dichotomies of ‘Traditional’ Kugak and ‘Creative’ Ch’angjak Kugak,” Korean Studies 35 (2011): 44. 
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embellishment, and special techniques unique to individual instruments.24 The performers of 

Korean traditional music always abide by Nong and Sigimsae. 

An example of Ji’s implied use of Nong and Sigimsae is found in Wolah’s melody from 

measure 26 to 31. Ji did not notate Nong and Sigimsae in detail in the score since he expected 

that those parts would be performed by Korean singers who are familiar with the tradition. In the 

author’s interview, the composer mentioned that since he knew that Honam Opera Company 

would hire a Korean singer familiar with traditional Korean music, he did not even think about 

writing out the details which would be missed if they were sung by singers without the 

knowledge.25 Therefore, this passage must be renotated for performers who do not know how it 

should be sung according to tradition. 

 

Interpretation of Implied Nong and Sigimsae and Renotation 

In Musical Example 7, there are five short phrases in this six-measure passage, labeled A 

to E. These excerpts will be examined and renotations proposed to assist with the proper 

expression according to the traditional Korean practices of Nong and Sigimsae. 

 
24 Hanbeom Seo, “Sigimsae,” The Korean Folklore 30, no. 1 (1998): 34. 

25 Sungho Ji, interviewed by Keun Oh, Jeonju, South Korea, 21 August 2017. 
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Musical Example 7. Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1: Wolah’s Aria. mm. 26-31. 
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Musical Example 8. Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1, Wolah’s Vocal Line: mm. 26. 

 

Musical Example 8 is measure 26 and was labeled A in Musical Example 7. According to 

the principles of Nong, Musical Example 9 below is proposed as the renotation of measure 26 to 

incorporate the principle of Nong. In Musical Example 9, the rhythm is short-long, with the 

sixteenth notes elongated as Jeonsung. The author’s interpretation suggests applying trills or 

vibratos to the long notes as Yosung. 

 

Musical Example 9. Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1, Wolah’s Vocal Line: mm. 26, renotation. 
 

 

Musical Example 10 is another possible interpretation of measure 26. The renotation in 

the example is identical to one in Musical Example 9, except there is an added thirty-second note 

on G-flat as Sigimsae. 
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Musical Example 10. Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1, Wolah’s Vocal Line: mm. 26, renotation. 

 

Musical Example 11. Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1, Wolah’s Vocal Line: mm. 27. 

 

 Musical Example 11 is measure 27, labeled B in Musical Example 7. The author 

proposes Musical Example 12 as a renotated interpretation of the measure. In the example, a 

tenuto is added to the short note because a short note before a long one is regarded as Jeonsung. 

The long notes are applied with trills or vibratos as Yosung. An appoggiatura on the fourth beat is 

added as an example of Sigimsae. 

 

Musical Example 12. Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1, Wolah’s Vocal Line: mm. 27, renotation. 
 

 

In Musical Example 13, the renotation is identical to that of Musical Example 12 but the 

penultimate syllable in the lyrics, “춥” (Chub), starts on the fourth beat showing the 
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improvisational characteristic of Sigimsae. 

 

Musical Example 13. Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1, Wolah’s Vocal Line: mm. 27, renotation. 
 

 

Musical Example 14. Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1, Wolah’s Vocal Line: mm. 28. 
 

 

 Musical Example 14 is measure 28, labeled C in Musical Example 7. Musical Example 

15 is proposed as a renotation of measure 28. In the example, a tenuto is added to the short note 

before the long note to reflect Jeonsung. The long notes are applied with the trills or vibratos of 

Yosung. The crescendo is an example of Sigimsae. 

 
Musical Example 15. Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1, Wolah’s Vocal Line: mm. 28.    
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Musical Example 16. Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1, Wolah’s Vocal Line: mm. 29. 

 

Musical Example 16 is measure 29, labeled D in Musical Example 7. Musical Example 

17 is proposed as a renotation of the measure. In the example, the same method is applied as in 

Musical Example 15. 

 

Musical Example 17. Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1, Wolah’s Vocal Line: mm. 29, renotation.  
 

 

 
Musical Example 18. Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1, Wolah’s Vocal Line: mm. 30-31. 

 

Musical Example 18 is measures 30 and 31, labeled E in Musical Example 7. Musical 

Example 19 is proposed as a renotation of the measures. In the example, the portamento is 

delayed until the fourth beat of measure 30 as an example of Toesung. The accent and the 

diminuendo are examples of Sigimsae. 
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Musical Example 19. Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1, Wolah’s Vocal Line: mm. 30-31 renotation.  
 

 

 The musical examples presented above propose stylistic interpretations of implied Nong 

and Sigimsae. Throughout the opera, a singer may apply Nong and Sigimsae to achieve suitable 

expressions elsewhere according to traditional Korean practice. 

 

Stylistic Interpretation for Strings 

To compliment and mirror Ji’s implied applications of Nong on vocal lines, the author 

will suggest guidelines for utilizing fingering, glissando, tenuto, and vibrato for Nong on string 

instruments. This will allow players to approximate traditional Korean sounds and apply 

traditional elements on a standard Western string instrument. Musical Example 20 shows 

measures 167 to 173 in Act 4, Scene 1. A passage starts at measure 170 in the violins. 
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Musical Example 20. Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1, mm. 167-173. 
 

 

Musical Example 21 is the violin part from measure 170 to 173 in Musical Example 20. 

Conventionally, it would be performed with the fingering shown in Musical Example 22: a 

violinist would start this phrase on the A string in the third position, and then move cleanly to the 

E string on the B-flat. 
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Musical Example 21. Ji, Dalha, Bichuishiora, Act 4, Scene 1, mm. 170-173, First and Second Violin. 
 

 

Musical Example 22. Conventional Fingering for Musical Example 21. 
 

 

Musical Example 23 shows a stylistic interpretation of Musical Example 21 to invoke the 

sound of the traditional Korean instrument, the haegeum (string instrument with two strings, 

similar to the Chinese erhu) on the Western violin. Using only one finger on the A string with 

the addition of glissando and vibrato on the printed notes, the passage is interpreted in a 

traditional Korean style. In this passage, there are all four types of Nong: Yosung, Jeonsung, 

Chusung, and Toesung. The trills are used as Yosung, the tenutos as Jeonsung, and the ascending 

and descending glissandos as Chusung and Toesung. 

 

 
Musical Example 23. Stylistic Interpretation of Musical Example 21. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CONCLUSION 

 

Ji Sungho is one of a few contemporary Korean composers who emphasize features of 

Korean traditional music in their compositions. Ji Sungho’s sixth opera, Dalha, Bichuishiora, is 

inspired by an ancient Korean song, Jeongeupsa. In Dalha, Bichuishiora, Ji extensively 

incorporated elements of traditional Korean music and focused on the expression of the 

distinctive characteristics of traditional Korean music. The implementation of Aniri, Yeoeum, 

Nong, and Sigimsae creates a Korean musical atmosphere and expands musical language in 

Western music. 

To performers with no knowledge of the traditional elements, Ji’s usage of them is not 

obviously expressed in the score. Understanding and applying the four elements: Aniri, Yeoeum, 

Nong, and Sigimsae will assist a performer of the opera in faithfully performing this work. 

Knowledge of the practice may be adapted and applied to additional compositions works by Ji 

and other composers who reference traditional Korean music in their works. 
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